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Wolf Devil Fury Mc is a legendary motorcycle that has captured the
imagination of riders worldwide. With its distinctive chopper design,
powerful V-twin engine, and aggressive riding style, the Wolf Devil Fury Mc
embodies the spirit of freedom and individuality that is synonymous with
motorcycling. In this comprehensive guide, we will explore the history,
features, specifications, and performance of this iconic bike.

History

The Wolf Devil Fury Mc was first introduced in 1964 by the legendary
motorcycle builder Arlen Ness. Ness, who is widely regarded as the father
of the chopper movement, created the Wolf Devil Fury Mc as a personal
project. The bike quickly gained attention for its radical design and
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impressive performance, and it soon became one of the most sought-after
motorcycles in the world.

Over the years, the Wolf Devil Fury Mc has undergone several
modifications and updates. However, it has always remained faithful to its
original design concept. Today, the Wolf Devil Fury Mc is still considered to
be one of the most iconic motorcycles ever built.

Features

The Wolf Devil Fury Mc is a chopper-style motorcycle with a distinctive long
and low profile. The bike features a stretched frame, a raked front end, and
a custom paint job. The Wolf Devil Fury Mc is also equipped with a
powerful V-twin engine, which provides ample power for cruising and
acceleration.

Some of the key features of the Wolf Devil Fury Mc include:

* Stretched frame * Raked front end * Custom paint job * V-twin engine *
High-performance exhaust system * Custom handlebars * Forward-
mounted foot controls * Leather seat * Chrome accents

Specifications

The Wolf Devil Fury Mc is powered by a 1,24 cubic inch V-twin engine. The
engine is mated to a 5-speed transmission. The bike has a dry weight of
600 pounds. The Wolf Devil Fury Mc has a seat height of 26 inches. The
bike is available in a variety of colors.

Here are the key specifications of the Wolf Devil Fury Mc:



* Engine: 1,24 cubic inch V-twin * Transmission: 5-speed * Dry weight: 600
pounds * Seat height: 26 inches * Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow

Performance

The Wolf Devil Fury Mc is a high-performance motorcycle that is capable of
delivering an exhilarating riding experience. The bike's powerful engine
provides ample power for cruising and acceleration. The Wolf Devil Fury
Mc also handles well, thanks to its raked front end and stretched frame.

Here are some of the performance highlights of the Wolf Devil Fury Mc:

* Top speed: 120 mph * 0-60 mph acceleration: 3.5 seconds * 1/4 mile time:
11.5 seconds * Braking distance: 110 feet

The Wolf Devil Fury Mc is a legendary motorcycle that has captured the
imagination of riders worldwide. With its distinctive design, powerful engine,
and aggressive riding style, the Wolf Devil Fury Mc embodies the spirit of
freedom and individuality that is synonymous with motorcycling. Whether
you are a seasoned rider or a motorcycle enthusiast, the Wolf Devil Fury
Mc is sure to impress you with its performance and style.
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